EXCEPTIONAL SPRING VALUES

We proudly present the "Cream of the World's Best"! Each item produced by an outstanding specialist, and offered directly to you at these amazingly low prices. All bulbs and plants guaranteed to be blooming size, to arrive in good condition at proper planting time. Sorry, NO C.O.D.'s.

Any 6 Specials... $1.00 Postpaid
Any 12 Specials... $2.00 Postpaid

Beautiful Double-flowering, compact, large double buds. Designer's choice. A "must" for every garden. For the striking colors of miniature Glads alone is worth the price.

10 GLADIOLUS Tubers

Beautiful, large flower clusters. Ideal for forcing. Large white trumpets on tall stems; buds are suffused red before opening. Exquisite for cutting, as well as outdoors. Also great for corsages, and artistic floral arrangements. Hardy.

2 DAHLIA Tubers

30¢, and the names of three of your friends who would like to receive our "BULB BULLETINS," and we will send you along with your regular order this SPECIAL BONUS of 25 Blooming Size Bulbs, guaranteed to be a regular $1 value! The bulbs will be our choice, but you can specify if you want them for [ ] Indoor Growing, or [ ] Outdoor Growing.

Add the 25¢ to your remittance, but list names on a separate sheet.

Library:
U. S. Dept of Agriculture
Washington 25, D. C.
Imported Dutch Amaryllis

GUARANTEED TO BLOOM THE FIRST YEAR!

A selection of the finest strains in Holland
NEVER BEFORE AVAILABLE AT SUCH LOW PRICES!

There is no secret to these low prices! Where some importers bring in a few dozen, or a few hundred, we actually purchased 10,000 bulbs from four of Holland's best growers. Such purchasing power not only brings the price down, but greatly reduces the cost of importing. All of these savings we pass on to you.

SELECTED GIANT-FLOWERED NAMED VARIETIES

Selected strains noted for size and shape, as well as height of bloom and free-flowering qualities. Most varieties will produce two stems, each bearing up to 4 flowers. The blooms are mammoth — up to 12 inches in diameter — opening to a round, symmetrical, outward-facing flower that defies description. Available in the following named varieties; guaranteed true to name and color.

- **Dazzler**. Brilliant orange-red.
- **Fire King**. Bright, clear red.
- **L'Innocence**. Pure white.
- **Orange King**. Clear bright red.
- **Pink Perfection**. Carmine-pink.

Guaranteed Genuine Imported Dutch Bulbs — perfectly dormant — will bloom for only $5.00 in garden or indoors yet this Spring. Attach list of varieties desired.

$2.50 each, 4 for $8.50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Giant-Flowered Dutch Amaryllis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1 of each variety listed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for only $15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amaryllis

HAEMANTHUS

The South African "Blood Lilies" are very rare members of the Amaryllis family and are true aristocrats of the bulb kingdom. Easy to grow, they bear hundreds of flowers on a thick stalk. Florets open successively over a long period, and the flower head is the size of a softball. Colors run from salmon-red to deep blood-red. A proud possession. Regular $5.00 to $10.00 values, $3.00 each, 2 for $5.00.

GLOXINIAS

The "all-time" favorite pot plant!

Our mammoth tubers will amaze you with their size, and in no other tuber is size more important if you want lush foliage and a mass of blooms. Size may vary with varieties, but most tubers are 2 1/2 to 3 in. in diameter. BLANCHE DE MERE: Rose, white throat.

EMPEROR FREDERICK. Red bordered white.

EMPEROR WILLIAM. Purple bordered white.

ETOILE DE FEU. Bright red.

MOUNT BLANC. Pure white.

PRINCE ALBERT. Deep blue-violet.

PRINCESS ELIZABETH. Blue, white throat.

QUEEN WILHELMINA. Dark rose.

RODデROUGES. Deep scarlet.

TIGERINA. Spotted hybrids in shades of purple, blue, red, pink.

VIOLANCEA. Soft violet-blue.

50c each, 6 for $3.00 (Attach list of varieties desired.)

All 11 (1 of each) for only $5.00.

DINNER-PLATE DAHLIAS

Imported from Holland

Outstanding new introductions in large flowering formal decorative, cactus, and semi-cactus. Breathtakingly beautiful, the large, brilliantly colored blooms are unexcelled for floral arrangements. We offer pot-grown clumps — not divisions, and we have selected the ten outstanding varieties.

- **ANITA**. Striking blood-red; good stems, 4 ft.
- **Casper Ludwig's Memory**. Velvety-red. 5½ ft.
- **Golden Leader**. Golden-amber. 5 ft.
- **HOEK'S GLORY**. Very fine lilac rose. 5 ft.
- **MARGARET ROSE**. Rose-amber, cream center. 5 ft.
- **ORFEO**. Deep glistening purple. 3½ ft.
- **ORANGE IMPERATOR**. Pure orange. 4½ ft.
- **PRIDE OF HOLLAND**. Deep pink. 4 ft.
- **PURITY**. Best white cut flower. 3½ ft.
- **RED & WHITE**. Red, white tips. 4½ ft.

75c each 3 for $2.00 All 10 (1 of each) for $5.95

You may use this sheet to order. A new list will be sent with your acknowledgment.
**Amazin**

**TREE PEONIES**

(Paeonia Moutan) Truly the “King of Flowers”, both in size and stately beauty. A Tree Peony in full bloom is a breathtaking sight, one that dwarfs by comparison most other flowers. Regal in bearing — up to 6 feet tall when mature — and loaded with hundreds of blooms. Nothing can compare with this venerable monarch of the plant kingdom.

Venerable — because the Tree Peony flourished in the mountains of Tibet and China 1000 years ago. Introduced into Europe only 150 years ago, its development and propagation has been slow and expensive, placing them beyond the means of most. One still sees roots offered at $7.50 to $20.00 each.

Three years ago we contacted the largest producer of Tree Peonies, and arranged to take his entire crop. This year the quantity is sufficient to offer them at a price never before dreamed possible. The colors available are Pink, White, Red, and Purple. Large Size $2.00 each, 4 for $6.50 (Save $1.50).

**GLORIOSA ROTHSCILDHIANA**

Exotic “Climbing Spider Lily.” Sensation of flower shows everywhere, and widely used by florists. The blooms are gracefully reflexed, deep red with golden yellow edge. Discovered in South Africa, and named in honor of the Rothschilds. Gloriosa is very easy to grow and flower, and the unusual cigar-shaped tuber, as well as the fascinating blooms, will create more interest than anything else in your garden. King-size, top quality tubers, $1.50 each, 4 for $5.00.

GROWERS EXCHANGE, Inc., Box 27000, Farmington, Michigan

Enclosed is $ for the stock marked below. Please add 25c for postage and handling on orders under $5.00. Sorry no COD’s.

**TREE PEONIES**

- AUGUSTE DESSERT, fine light red $1.00
- DUCHESS DE NEMOURS, good white 1.00
- FELIX CROUSSE, silky deep red 1.00
- INSPECTEUR LAVERONE, vivid crimson 1.00
- LADY ALEXANDER DUFF, bluish-pink 1.00
- REINE HORTENSE, rose-pink 1.00
- SARAH BERNHARDT, large dark rose 1.00
- OFFICINALIS RUBRA PLENA, the old fashioned early red blooming in May 1.25

**SPECIAL PEONY COLLECTION**

6 Roots, Our Choice, Well Balanced Colors $4.25

You may use this sheet to order. A new list will be sent with your acknowledgment.
EXCITING TERRESTRIAL ORCHIDS

4 of the Orient's most outstanding varieties—fine for pots or outdoors.

MAMMOTH BULBS ESPECIALLY SELECTED TO GIVE MAXIMUM BLOOMS.

BLETILLA HYACINTHIANA. Outstanding! Delicately colored, white and purple, with many drops that flow like rain on the ground so that it almost looks like a waterfall! Bulbs perfectly dormant, no loss of moisture or vitality.

These are perennials, quite hard, but must be established, and we find this is better accomplished with Spring planting when they can be given plenty of water and attention. Tests of our Spring planted bulbs show no loss of color, size, or number of blooms.

Some orchids make the bulbs of an indoor base; other size of a small nut—but in all cases we ship "extra-size" bulbs—the largest and finest we find.

They're plump, healthy, bursting with vigor, carefully packed in paper and in pilfer-proof bags to retain full vitality for you. We guarantee you'll be converted to Spring planting—and satisfied in every other respect—or your money will be cheerfully refunded.

L. Amabile. Dwarf orange-red Turk's Cap Lily.
L. Plicatilis. Plicatilis hybrid. Large pink trumpets.
L. Aureatum Flaphyllum. Similar to above, but flowers of a light rose color. As a matter of fact, this is a very fragrant orchid.
L. Brownii. Pure white trumpets, suffused with a delicate yellow. Very fragrant.
L. Creseve. True Orange Lily. Native of the Alps.
L. Crete. The lengthwise type most widely grown by American florists for Easter pot plant. Pure white.
L. C. 'Giant.' Large white trumpets, suffused with a yellow color. Extra large. Also fragrant.
L. Creseve. True Orange Lily. Native of the Alps.
L. Crete. The lengthwise type most widely grown by...